Gmp100

Are you looking for information on using the Goodman GMP furnace? This user manual
contains important warranty, safety, and product feature information. View the user manual
below for more details. Want a copy for yourself? Download or print a free copy of the user
manual below. Furnace burner roll-out limit switch Part B Add to cart. Furnace wire harness Part
S. Furnace auxiliary limit control Part B Furnace flue collector box Part S. Furnace air pressure
switch Part B J-box cover Part Furnace heat exchanger Part S. Furnace door switch Part B
Control moun Part Bushing Part B Show More Parts. Air Conditioner. Cd Player. Marantz CD cd
player parts. Central Air Conditioner. Electric Chainsaw. Shop Remington EL-1 electric
chainsaw parts. Elliptical Machine. Horizon Elliptical machine Parts. Front-Engine Lawn Tractor.
Shop Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts. Power Screwdriver. Makita DBV power
screwdriver parts. Pressure Canner. Pressure canner Parts Presto. Refrigerator Parts GE
profile. Log Splitter Hydraulic cylinder leaks. Table Saw. Craftsman table saw parts. Upright
Vacuum. Panasonic MC-V upright vacuum parts. Wall Oven. Maytag Wall Oven Replacement
Parts. Need help? Close Start Chat. Here are the diagrams and repair parts for Goodman GMPN
gas furnace, as well as links to manuals and error code tables, if available. For DIY
troubleshooting advice and repair guides, visit our repair help section. Showing 10 of parts.
Cabinet Diagram. Heat exchanger Diagram. There are a couple of ways to find the part or
diagram you need: Click a diagram to see the parts shown on that diagram. Furnace burner
flame sensor Part F Add to cart. Furnace burner Part B Furnace hot-surface ignition control
board Part BS. Furnace blower access door, Furnace blower fan motor housing Part S. Furnace
gas valve Part B Arm Part B Furnace secondary heat exchanger Part S. Rack Part Burner Part S.
Bottom-Mount Refrigerator. Electric Range. Front-Engine Lawn Tractor. Poulan front-engine
lawn tractor parts , Shop Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts. Gas Leaf Blower. Shop
Ryobi B gas leaf blower parts. Gas Snowblower. Shop Craftsman gas snowblower parts. All
Power Generator Repair Parts. Side-By-Side Refrigerator. Small Appliance. Top-Mount
Refrigerator. Nautilus Treadmill Parts. Water Softener. Kenmore water softener parts. Need
help? Close Start Chat. This is a scenario that many homeowners dread, particularly if it
happens as night begins to fall and the temperatures drop even lower. You may be tempted to
double up on the blankets, but there could be a simple solution to your furnace woes. Here are a
few of the likely culprits and how to correct them quickly. One of the most common culprits of a
furnace that is having a difficult time lighting is a low gas supply. All you need to do is locate
the gas supply valve and rotate it in a counterclockwise direction to open it. It is typically
located either beside or behind your furnace if you are having a difficult time finding it. After
turning the gas supply back on, your furnace should be able to ignite itself. If you smell gas,
immediately turn the furnace off and contact the gas company or emergency services. A
Goodman furnace with four blinks could be indicating that you are reaching a high limit. The
limit switch is a temperature sensor attached to a mounting plate inside the furnace housing.
This piece is in control of activating the blower fan to circulate air through the heat exchanger
and into the house while also pulling cool air into the unit. If you see four blinks on your
furnace, it could be because the heat exchanger got too hot. The limit switch will shut the
burners off when this occurs to prevent damage to the entire unit. An overheated heat
exchanger can be an extremely expensive repair. Overheating could be caused by a dirty
furnace filter that is restricting air circulation through the furnace and the heat exchanger.
However, it could also be caused by a blower that is malfunctioning. If you replace the furnace
filter and are still receiving four blinks on your Goodman gas furnace, you may need to contact
an HVAC technician to take a closer look at your blower. Has your furnace recently been turned
off by a power outage or for servicing? It is possible that you need to follow the proper ignition
sequence in order to power your Goodman gas furnace back up. This should effectively reset
the ignition sequence and allow your furnace to reboot itself to keep you warm this winter. The
heat exchanger or the burner could be to blame for the chill in your home. Replacing these parts
can be expensive, and it typically requires a great degree of technical skill. Consult an
experienced heating and air professional for making these major changes to your furnace. You
will want to resolve the issue as quickly as possible, so be sure to consider all of these potential
sources of problems. With a little bit of effort, you may be able to get the heat flowing to your
home again in no time at all. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time
I comment. No gas supply One of the most common culprits of a furnace that is having a
difficult time lighting is a low gas supply. High limit switch High-Temperature limit switch A
Goodman furnace with four blinks could be indicating that you are reaching a high limit. Heat
exchangers If you see four blinks on your furnace, it could be because the heat exchanger got
too hot. Improper ignition sequence Has your furnace recently been turned off by a power
outage or for servicing? Start by turning the power and external gas valve to the off position.
Lower your thermostat as far down as it will go, open the access door, and turn the internal gas

control knob off. Allow the furnace to sit for five minutes in this position, smelling closely for
any trace of gas in the air. As long as you do not smell gas at the end of the five minutes, you
can turn the furnace back on. Turn the internal gas knob back on and shut the access door.
Reopen the external gas valve and turn on the electrical power. Readjust your thermostat to a
comfortable indoor temperature. Examine the pipes that allow for air intake to make sure they
are free of all debris and other types of blockages. Clean them out if it is at all possible. While
you are examining this area, you should also check the flue pipes for possible obstructions. In
order to do this, make sure that the unit is turned off and cooled down before you open the
access panel doors. You should be looking at the pipes that lead to the burners and pilot light.
Cracked heat exchanger Replacing these parts can be expensive, and it typically requires a
great degree of technical skill. Author Recent Posts. Michael Joseph. Michael Joseph has more
than 20 years of hands-on experience as an avid home handyman and had 10 years in the
construction industry, specifically in the field of HVAC. Latest posts by Michael Joseph see all.
April 21, April 20, Write A Comment Cancel Reply. Submit Type above and press Enter to
search. Press Esc to cancel. Quick Links. Compatible, multi-position, modulating variable-speed
gas furnace 12 pages. Multi-position, modulating variable-speed gas furnace 12 pages.
Goodman Manufacturing Company, L. Page 6: Venting A gas furnace must not be installed
directly on carpeting, tile, or other combustible materials other than wood flooring. Page 7
GMPN 2" A maximum of 6 elbows is acceptable. DO NOT install the vent pipe within six 6 inches
of another fuel burning appliance. Page 9 drain to the terminal. This will allow the condensate to
flow backwards into the drain system and not out the terminal. When penetrating the structure
to the outdoors install a sleeve to allow for expansion and contraction. Vertical runs must be
supported a minimum of every six 6 feet. Page 10 Both the supply and manifold pressure must
be measured with the furnace running using the field supplied pressure tap near the manual
shut-off valve and the pressure adjusted if necessary. Page 11 The circulating air supply may be
taken from; 1 Outside the building, 2 return ducts from several rooms, 3 central return, 4 any
combination of the above. When a cooling coil is not installed it is recommended that the
supply duct have an access panel so the heat exchanger can be viewed. Page Rating The
Furnace Interconnecting wiring must be secured and protected from damage or disconnection.
The use of solderless connectors or equivalent is recommended. The low voltage control wiring
exiting the furnace is labeled "thermostat wiring". To calculate the input of the furnace for
installations in altitudes over 2, feet, use the following formula; The manifold pressure must be
between 3. This switch is not adjustable. The limit switch should function and shut the burner
gas off within a few minutes. An electronic device ignites the burners upon a call for heat. It also
controls the venter blower and the various speed selections of the circulating air blower. It may
be necessary to m
mx8 parts diagram
omc push to choke ignition switch wiring diagram
2002 pt cruiser engine diagram
easure the outlet air at several places to obtain an accurate average. If the pressure switch fails
to close the status light will flash three 3 times. The sequence cannot continue until the
pressure switch closes. Page 20 building. Turn on clothes dryers and any other appliance not
connected to the venting system. Turn on any exhaust fans such as range hoods and bathroom
exhausts, so they shall operate at their maximum speed. DO NOT operate a summer exhaust fan
whole house fan. Note: No additional screws or wires are supplied with this product. All
components must be reassembled to avoid an unsafe condition. If a flexible gas line is used
examine it for cracks or weakness. This terminal is powered in both the heating and air
conditioning modes when the circulating blower is operating. This manual is also suitable for:
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